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Abstract: This paper proposes a integrated converter for interfacing between the energy storage system
and the dc bus for a residential microgrid system. In this project dc-dc converter is incorporated as the
DC-DC conversion stage for the grid connected system. Benefiting from its circuit simplicity and
number of active devices the promising features such as high voltage ratio, high power operation on the
discharging process, bidirectional power flow, low input and output current ripple. This converter uses
one full bridge dc-dc converter and ac-ac converter to control and produce high voltage ratio. To
control the inverter phase shift modulation is used. So the proposed converter is verified through
numerical solution using mat lab.and experimental results of the proposed topology are presented.
Index Terms: DC bus interconnection, dc–dc converter, energy storage system, microgrid, power
converter integration.

I. Introduction
Electrical energy consumption has been increasing in recent years, and It has been essential to the
increase of electric power generation. Distributed generation (DG) technologies have been gaining interest due
to some benefits such as high reliability, high power quality, modularity, efficiency, reduced or absent
emissions, security, and load management [1], [2]. However, the uncontrolled use of individual DG units can
cause various problems thereby compromising their benefits [3], [4]. Difficulties in connecting these units
directly to the bulky ac system due to their variable and intermittent power generation, voltage oscillation in the
line to which the sources are connected, and protection issues are some of these problems. As an alternative to
reduce such problems, the microgrid concepthas been gaining more notoriety each day [5], [6]. Some
advantages of the microgrids are the possibility to generate electric power with lower environmental impact and
easier connection system efficiency
In the microgrid systems, the energy storage system is of great importance. It is responsible for
supplying energy to the loads when the main sources are not capable during short periods of time and steadystate operation. The proposed residential microgrid energy storage system composed of a battery bank and a
super capacitor bank has two main functions. The battery bank acts as a backup device due to its high energy
density [10], providing energy under the steady-state condition when the other sources are not capable. The
super capacitor bank acts as a quick discharge device due to its high power density [11], providing energy to the
microgrid during transitory periods, mainly during the bio fuel generator start-up time. Consequently, due to the
importance of the energy storage system, this paper focuses specifically on the dc power module of the
microgrid energy storage system.

Figure.1.Residential microgrid system.
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The dual active bridge (DAB) or modified DAB converters are approached in [12]–[20]. Papers [12]
and [13] propose modulation schemes different from the conventional phase-shift modulation. In [12], a new
hybrid modulation technique to expand the converter power range is proposed, while paper [13] proposes an
optimal modulation scheme that enables minimum conduction and copper losses for a DAB converter. In [14],
an input stage composed of a q ZSI converter is proposed, which guarantees the voltage boost during the super
capacitor discharge, but increases the number of active switches. In [15], a DAB converter including unified
soft-switching scheme (voltage clamp branch on the current-fed bridge) is proposed. Paper [16] discusses the
steady-state operation of a phase-shift modulated dual-bridge series resonant converter. In [17], design issues of
the DAB converter such as leakage inductance, switching frequency, and turns ratio are approached aiming for
higher efficiency.
Paper [18] describes the design and performance of the converter and analyzes the effect of
unavoidable dc-bias currents on the magnetic-flux saturation of the transformer. These topologies present high
number of active devices and most of them present high input and output current ripple. Papers [21]–[27] regard
different converter structures. In [21], a boost-dual -half -bridge converter is proposed applying phase shift
modulation. Paper [22] proposes a three-port triple-half bridge bidirectional dc–dc converter, which comprises a
high frequency three-winding transformer and three half-bridges.Topologies from [21] and [22] need six active
switches and present low input current ripple, but high output current ripple.In [23], a converter composed of a
full-bridge circuit on the primary side and a current-fed push–pull circuit on the secondary side is proposed.
This topology needs six or eight active switches and a high number of additional components, presents high
input current ripple, and the voltage over the output switches is twice the transformer output voltage. Paper [24]
applies a half-bridge current source converter that needs only four active switches, but presents high input
current ripple. Topology presented in [25] has a particular configuration, in which the supercapacitor bank is
situated between two dc–dc converters that connect another energy source to the load. Paper [26] applies a fullbridge with active clamping and a half-bridge converter, but uses batteries and fuel cells. These last two
topologies present eight and seven active switches, respectively, and both present high output current ripple.

II. Proposed Integrated Full-Bridge-Forward Dc–Dc Converter
The proposed converter must be designed for both charging and discharging processes. The maximum
designed power for the microgrid energy storage system discharging process is equal to 1.4 kW (high power
during transitories), which is supplied by the supercapacitor bank. The isolated static power converter
traditionally used in applications with this power level (above 1 kW) is the full-bridge converter. The charging
process of the microgrid energy storage system does not need to be performed with the same power level of the
discharging process. Once the energy storage system of a residential microgrid is not often demanded due to the
low electric energy supply interruption indices, there is a long period of time available between two interactions.
This way, the charging process can have a longer duration and, consequently, be performed with lower power
levels. Therefore, it is not necessary to use another full-bridge converter for the charging process. Due to the
presence of the full-bridge converter for the discharging process, it is possible to utilize the respective active
switches to rectify the converter output voltage during the charging process. This way, it is necessary to add
only the input stage of the respective converter for the charging process. One of the simplest converters for this
application is the forward converter, which demands only one active switch and is appropriate for the related
power levels.
Therefore, the proposed dc–dc converter is the integration of a full-bridge and a forward converter.
Full-bridge converter is responsible for the energy storage system discharging stage, while the forward converter
is responsible for the energy storage system charging stage. This forward converter resultant by the integration
process is called double ended forward converter. Moreover, other advantages are that it provides the use of a
transformer turns ratio (tertiary higher than secondary) that avoids the circulation of reactive energy during the
charging process, and the storage system voltage can be reduced without penalizing the full-bridge converter
operation, once its input voltage is kept constant. During the energy storage system discharging stage, the
bidirectional converter boosts the voltage from the energy storage system to an intermediate level, while during
the energy storage system charging stage, it performs voltage postregulation or remains with Sbid1 ON and
Sbid2 OFF acting as a low-pass filter, thus eliminating the switching losses.
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Figure.2: DAB including bidirectional converter
TABLE II
CONVERTER PARAMETERS

Figure. 3: Proposed converter with dissipative passive clamping circuit.
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Figure.4: Operation stages of the proposed converter with passive clamping:
(a) first stage, (b) second stage, (c) third stage, and (d) fourth stage
First Stage: This stage, shown in Fig. 10(a), starts when the forward converter switch Sw5 is turned ON. The
antiparallel diodes of the Sw1 and Sw4 switches also turn ON once they are forward biased. Positive voltages are
applied to the transformer magnetizing (1) and primary (2) and tertiary (3) leakage inductances.
Therefore, the currents through these elements increase
𝐿𝑚 𝑛2 𝐿𝑑𝑖 𝑉𝑏𝑢𝑠 + 𝑛𝑉𝑓𝑏 𝑉𝑑3
𝑉𝐿𝑚 − 1 𝑡 = 2
𝑛 𝐿𝑑1 𝐿𝑚 + 𝐿𝑑3 + 𝐿𝑚 𝐿𝑑3
𝑉𝐿𝑑1− 𝑡

=

𝑉𝐿𝑚 − 𝑡
− 𝑉𝑓𝑏
𝑛

𝑉 𝐿𝑑3− 1 𝑡 = 𝑉𝑏𝑢𝑠 − 𝑉𝐿𝑚 −1 𝑡

(𝟏)
(2)
(3)

Second Stage: This stage, shown in Fig. 10(b), starts when the forward converter switch turns OFF. Therefore,
the clamping diode Dcl turns ON, assuming the current that circulated through the forward converter switch.
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This current decreases because a negative voltage (4) is applied to the tertiary winding leakage inductance. The
currents through the antiparallel diodes of the Sw1 and Sw4 switches also decrease because the voltage applied
to the primary winding leakage inductance (5) becomes negative. In this subinterval, the magnetizing current is
deviated to the clamping circuit, resulting in losses for the topology. The clamping circuit voltage causes
overvoltage on the forward converter switch; however, a high value reduces the duration of this and the next
stages, reducing the clamping circuit losses. The voltage across the magnetizing inductance is given by (4)
𝑉𝐿𝑑3− 2 𝑡 = 𝑉𝑏𝑢𝑠 − 𝑉𝑐𝑙 − 𝑉𝐿𝑚 − 2 𝑡
(4)
𝑉𝐿𝑚 − 2 𝑡
𝑉𝐿𝑑1− 2 𝑡 =
− 𝑉𝑓𝑏
(5)
𝑛
2
𝐿𝑚 𝑛 𝐿𝑑1 𝑉𝑏𝑢𝑠 − 𝑉𝑐𝑙 + 𝑛𝑉𝑓𝑏 𝐿𝑑3
𝑉𝐿𝑚 −2 𝑡 =

(6)
𝑛2 𝐿𝑑1 𝐿𝑚 +𝐿𝑑3 + 𝐿𝑚 𝐿𝑑3
Third Stage: This stage, shown in Fig. 10(c), starts when the antiparallel diodes of the Sw1 and Sw4 switches
turn OFF, since the current through them reaches zero, and the antiparallel diodes of the Sw2 and Sw3 switches
turn ON. The current through these diodes increases because the voltage applied to the primary winding leakage
inductance (7) continues negative. Therefore, the current through the primary winding is inverted. The current
through the clamping circuit diode continues to decrease once the voltage applied to the tertiary winding leakage
inductance (8) keeps negative, but with a lower rate. Therefore, in this subinterval, the magnetizing current is
gradually transferred from the clamping circuit to the converter output. The voltage across the magnetizing
inductance is given by (9)
𝑉𝐿𝑚 − 3 𝑡
𝑉𝐿𝑑1− 3 𝑡 =
+ 𝑉𝑓𝑏
(7)
𝑛

Figure.5.: Main waveforms of the proposed converter with passive clamping circuit.
𝑉𝐿𝑑3− 3 𝑡 = 𝑉𝑏𝑢𝑠 − 𝑉𝑐𝑙 − 𝑉𝐿𝑚 − 3 𝑡
(8)
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𝑉𝐿𝑚 −3 𝑡 =

𝐿𝑚 𝑛 2 𝐿𝑑1 𝑉
−𝑛𝑉 𝑓𝑏 𝐿𝑑 3
𝑏𝑢𝑠 − 𝑉 𝑐𝑙

(9)

𝑛 2 𝐿𝑑 1 𝐿 +𝐿
+𝐿𝑚 𝐿 𝑑3
𝑚
𝑑3

the current through the clamping circuit diode Dcl reaches Fourth Stage: This stage, shown in Fig. 4(d), starts
when zero and it turns OFF. The currents through the antiparallel diodes the Sw2 and Sw3 switches decrease
once the voltage applied to the primary winding leakage inductance (10) becomes positive. The voltage applied
to the tertiary winding leakage inductance (11) is equal to zero and applied to the magnetizing inductance is
given by (12)
𝑛2 𝐿𝑑1 𝑉𝑓𝑏
𝑉𝐿𝑑1− 4 𝑡 = 2
(10)
𝑛 𝐿𝑑1 + 𝐿𝑚
𝑉𝐿𝑑3− 4 𝑡 = 0
(11)
𝑉𝐿𝑑𝑚 −4 𝑡 =

𝑛𝐿𝑑1 𝑉𝑓𝑏
2
𝑛 𝐿𝑑1 + 𝐿𝑚

(12)

Fifth Stage: This stage starts when the antiparallel diodes of the Sw2 and Sw3 switches turn OFF once the
current through them reaches zero. The voltages applied to the primary and tertiary windings leakage
inductances, and converter current are equal to zero. This stage ends when the forward converter switch Sw5 is
turned ON, starting the next operation period.
Fig. 11 shows the main waveforms of the converter operating in discontinuous conduction mode. These
waveforms are forward converter switch current iSw5 , clamping circuit diode current iDcl , magnetizing
inductance current iLm, output current ifb , voltages across the magnetizing inductance vLm, and primary vLd1
and tertiary vLd3 winding leakage inductances. The respective subintervals are also indicated.
This topology solves the voltage spike problem. However, during the clamping circuit on state, the magnetizing
inductance current is deviated toward the passive elements. This process imposes power losses on the topology,
which reduce the converter efficiency. A similar magnetizing current deviation also happens in flyback
converter.

III. Transformer Design Methodology
This section presents a design methodology for the transformer of the proposed full-bridge-forward integrated
converter including a bidirectional converter, based on the parameters shown in Table II. The full-bridge
charging voltage is the voltage level that should be present after the full bridge converter in order to charge the
energy storage system.
The full-bridge discharging voltage is the voltage level present between the bidirectional converter and the fullbridge converter in the discharging process.
The turns ratio n2 /n1 between the primary and secondary transformer windings must be such that it allows the
voltage boost from the bidirectional converter of the energy storage system voltage level Vfb to the dc bus
voltage level Vbus, so that
𝑛2
𝑉
1
> 𝑏𝑢𝑠 .
(13)
𝑛1

𝑉 𝑓𝑏

𝐷 𝑒𝑓

where Def is the effective full-bridge converter duty cycle. For the adopted converter parameters and assuming
Def equal to 0.85, this relation must be higher than 5.5.
On the other hand, the turns ratio n3 /n1 between the tertiary and primary transformer windings must be lower
than the relation between Vbus and Vcharg in order to allow the storage system charging process, then
𝑛3
𝑉
1
< 𝑏𝑢𝑠 .
(14)
𝑛1

𝑉 𝑐 𝑎𝑟𝑔

𝐷 𝑒𝑓

For the adopted converter parameters, this relation must be lower than 8; otherwise, the voltage across the
energy storage system does not reach 50 V needed for the charging process.
In addition, the turns ratio n3 /n1 between the tertiary and primary transformer windings must also be such that
the sum between the reflected tertiary voltage on full-bridge converter operation and the dc bus voltage is lower
than the maximum forward converter switch breakdown voltage VSw5 max, once this voltage is applied across
the clamping circuit capacitor.
Therefore, this turns ratio must respect (15) and, for the adopted converter parameters, it must be lower than
8.42
𝑛3
𝑛1

<

𝑉 𝑆 𝑤 −5 −𝑉 𝑏𝑢𝑠
𝑉 𝑓𝑏

(15)

The turns ratio n3 /n2 between the tertiary and secondary transformer windings must respect (16) to prevent
current circulation through the diodes of the secondary bridge during the forward converter operation stages in
which a negative voltage is applied across the tertiary winding
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𝑛3
𝑛2

<

𝑉 𝑐𝑙 −𝑉 𝑏𝑢𝑠
𝑉 𝑐𝑙

(16)

If this ratio is lower than 1, the upper diode D1 starts to conduct (n2–D1–L1–Vbus) and if (16) is not satisfied,
the bottom diode D2 starts to conduct (n2–D2–L1–Vbus), resulting in additional power losses, but which are
very low due to the small current value. For the adopted converter parameters, this relation must be higher than 1.25.

Taking into account that the proposed converter must operate under the residential microgrid power,
voltage, and current parameters, which are shown in Table II, to achieve proper operation, the transformer turns
ratio must follow the relation
𝑛
𝑛
1< 2< 3<8
(17)
𝑛1

𝑛1

The transformer has great importance in the converter performance, as it influences the converter efficiency not
only due to its inherent losses, but also due to the clamping circuit losses depending on the magnetizing and
leakage inductances. Therefore, careful attention should be paid to its design. Taking into account the presented
design methodology, the chosen transformer turns ratio is n1 = 1, n2 /n1 = 6, and n3 /n1 = 7.
TABLE II Converters, Comparison

The DAB with a bidirectional converter presents high output current ripple and demands ten semiconductor
switches. Regarding the proposed converter, the RMS input, output, and transformer currents are similar, but
lower than its counterparts, demanding less parallel wires. The RMS switches’ currents are also similar,
demanding practically the same devices’ current levels. Therefore, it can be concluded that low input and output
current ripples are achieved with less or the same number of active devices, without compromising the
transformer volume and the switches current levels.

IV. Experimental Results
This section presents some experimental results of the fullbridge converter, which is responsible for the
energy storage system discharging process, and of the double-ended forward converter without an output
inductor originated from the proposed integration process, which is responsible for the energy storage system
charging process. The bidirectional convenot inserted. The three studied forward converter clamping circuits are
approached.
Due to the presence of the full-bridge converter for the discharging process, the input voltage of a
system is 12V.And it is boost up to 48V using boost converter. and the output of Full bridge converter is 400V.
And DC bus voltage is 400.Full bridge charging voltage is 50 to 55V.Full bridge discharging voltage is
80V.Nominal storage system voltage is 48V.Nominal charging power is 100W.Minimum storage system
voltage is 24V
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Figure.3: output voltage of open loop system

Figure.4.: output current of open loop system

Figure.5: output power of open loop system

Figure.6.:output voltage of closed loop system

Figure.7.output current of closed loop system
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Figure.8: output power of closed loop system.

V. Conclusion
This project has presented the procedures for the Full-Bridge-Forward DC–DC Converter for a
Residential Micro grid Application system. This project proposes an integrated full-bridge-forward dc–dc
converter to connect the energy storage system to the dc bus of a residential micro grid and high usage of the
super capacitor bank stored energy, and a long battery bank lifetime. The proposed topology presents low input
and output current ripple, high voltage ratio, high power operation on the discharging process, galvanic
isolation, and bidirectional power flow. This project is focused on the double-ended forward converter
originated from the integration process. The integration process practically does not affect the full-bridge
converter efficiency.
The simulation circuits are developed using elements of simulink library. The Simulation is
successfully done and open loop / closed loop simulation results are presented. Results are verified through
numeric simulation using mat lab.
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